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Nowadays, people are dealing with loans of information; meanwhile they are 
eager to know more professional information, such as science information. Public 
needs scientists and science writers to figure out science truth and explain complex 
information. Recently in China, pseudoscience confuses general public, and scientific 
events become the focus of all the people, especially for those public safety related 
events. But when it comes to hot scientific topics, media talk too much while 
scientists ‘voice cannot be heard. It shows public lack of scientific literacy, scientists、
media and government lack of communication and cooperation. In that, science 
communication needs more attention, it helps to raise public science literacy, make 
sure the steady and harmony of society when serious emergency happened, and 
benefits the transformation of science achievement. 
The dissertation traces the history of science communication in both China and 
American, and sort’s science communication theory. Based on that, it compares the 
science communication in today’s Chinese media and American media, media 
relations between Chinese scientific community and Chinese media and media 
relations in American scientific community. The research methods including 
qualitative methods and quantitative methods, such as deep interview, content analysis 
and case analysis. 
First of all, the dissertation researches the history of science communication, 
report of science news, public relations of scientific community, transformation of 
scientific achievements and education of science reporters in both China and 
American. To illustrate the development of science communication by analysis the 
dynamic relations between scientific community and journalistic world is a new angle 
in Chinese science communication research area. 
Secondly, the dissertation does a series of comparative study, using the latest 
cases and data to demonstrate the difference of science communication in China and 















hand, media lack of professional reports, they spread science news without check, 
gatekeeper role is missing. On the other hand, our scientists play passive role in the 
relation with media, there is no cooperation and communication mechanism between 
the two communities. Besides that, public relations still in developing, and the 
evaluation system of scientific research do not support science communication. 
Combine with public relations theory and the reality of dynamic relations 
between scientists and media reports, the dissertation gives the answer to how to 
improve the media relations of scientific community and how to promote science 
communication. These including media should be more professional, especially in 
science-related reporting, at the same time; scientists should take their social 
responsibility to promote public understanding of science. Government also has 
responsibility to build a good environment for science communication, to transform 
education system in universities and colleges. 
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